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In this paper we consider triangular arrays of Markov chains that converge weakly to a
diusion process Our main result is that transition densities converges with parametric
rate ie On
   
 to the transition density in the diusion model
This research is motivated by recent new approaches in time series analysis In
a series of papers see eg Doukhan and Nze  Franke Kreiss and Mammen
 Masry and Tjstheim  Robinson  Tjstheim  Tjstheim
and Auestad  it has been proposed to use nonparametric approaches to model
time series In particular nonparametric autoregression models have been considered
Xk    mXk  Xkk  
where the innovations  
    are typically assumed to be iid mean zero vari	
ables For the functions m and  nonparametric smoothness assumptions are made
and nonparametric smoothing methods are proposed for their estimation For a dis	
cussion of dierent nonparametric statistical problems in these models we refer to the
references above Under regularity conditions on m  and the distribution of i
solutions of  are stationary processes In Dahlhaus  models are proposed
for time series that are not stationary however locally stationary In particular he
considers autoregressive processes with time varying coecients
X
n





k  k  

In this paper we discuss another model and use as in 
 the asymptotic approach
that we observe a function a on a ner grid for n  We consider the model
X
n

















We make the Markov assumption that the conditional distribution of the innovation

n




k      depends only on the last value X
n
k
For a slightly more general model see the next section It is well known that under








t  maxfk  ntg
converges to a diusion process see eg Skorohod  The main result of this




 converges with parametric
rate ie On
   
 to the conditonal density of the diusion
In particular this result may be applied to discuss statistical nonparametric es	
timation problems of the transition density and the shift function m under dierent
smoothness and structural assumptions Our result reduces the discussion of some of
such problems in model  to the analysis of corresponding problems in diusion
models For the discussion of some nonparametric estimation problems in diusion





For each n   we consider Markov chains X
n
k where the time k runs from  to n
The Markov chain X
n
is assumed to take values in IR
p































k are dened as s
n









i for k  




 The stochastic structure of
the IR
p
valued error variables 
n
k is described as follows Given X
n
i  xi for
i       k the variable 
n
k   has a conditional density qfs
n
k xk g The
conditional covariance matrix of 
n
k   is denoted by fs
n
k xkg Here q is a






 Furthermore  is a function mapping
 IR
p
into the set of positive denite pp matrices The Markov chain is supposed
to start in a deterministic point X
n





  x is denoted by p
n
x  Study of the transition densities p
n
x z is the








By time change the Markov chain X
n
denes a process Y
n
on   More precisely
put 
n
t  supfk  s
n
k  t   k  ng This denes a monotone time transform

n








Under our assumptions see Section  the process Y
n
converges to a diusion Y t
This follows for instance from Theorem  p 
 in Skorohod  The diusion is
dened by Y   x and
dY t  mft Y tgdt ft Y tgdW t
where W is a p dimensional Brownian motion The matrix t z is the unique sym	
metric matrix dened by t zt z
T
 t z The conditional density of Y 





  x is denoted by p
n
x  The following theorem contains our main result It





















is de	ned in Assumption A
 The norm k   k is the usual Euclidean norm
Kasymdzganova  considered the case of a homogeneous random walk on the
lattice ZZ
p
with no drift eg m   She assumed the following conditional distribu	

























      e
p






Qx is a probability of vanishing

























 pt x y









pt x yQxpt x y
with p x y  
x  y where 
 is the Dirac function Local limit theorems for
homogeneous Markov chains with continuous state space and equidistant partitions
were given in Konakov and Molchanov 
We use the parametrix method This approach is well known in the theory of partial
dierential equations see Il

in Kalashnikov and Oleinik 
 and McKean and Singer
 and was used eg in Kuznetsov  to obtain bounds for Poisson kernels




   and x 
 IR
p
let qft x g be a density in IR
p




qft x ugu du   for all t 











t x for all t 
   x 
 IR
p
and i j       p
The matrix with elements 
ij
t x is denoted by t x

A There exist a positive integer S

and a function   IR
p










jxj dx  for S  
pS





qft x ugj  u for all t 
   x u 
 IR
p




qft x ugj  u for all t 
   x u 
 IR
p
and jj       

For the case that S

  Theorem 
 can be shown under the weaker assumption
that A










 for an integer k  p 
A There exist positive constants c and C such that
c  ht x i  C
for all  kk   t and x





















A	 The functionsmt x and t x and their rst derivatives with respect to x and
with respect to t are continuous and bounded uniformly in t and x All these
functions are Lipschitz continuous with respect to x with a Lipschitz constant






t x exists for  
j k  p and is Holder continuous with respect to x with positive exponent 

and constant that do not depend on t
 Examples and extensions
i The result can be extended to the case that q m and  depend on n For this
purpose conditions A
    A have to be replaced by assumptions that hold
uniformly in n
ii Unbounded drift function Our result can be extended to the case of an unbounded
drift function m that is of the form btx at x where a fulllls the conditions
stated for m and where bt is a matrix that depends continuously on t
iii Unbounded one step transition density Our results can be extended to un	
bounded transition densities if the transition density for a nite number of steps
is bounded see eg vii










 converges to the density of Y t
 




norm for any tuple
  t
 
     t
k
  We conjecture that with the approach of Davydov 
 these results can be used to show that the density of HY
n
 converges
to the density of HY  for a wide range of functionals H
v Conditional Markov chains In particular our result can be used to show that










 converges to the
conditional density of Y t
 
     Y t
k





     t
k
is a tuple with   t
 
     t
k
 
vi Euler approximations The case where q is a normal density corresponds to Eu	
ler approximations that are the simplest strong Taylor approximations used as
numerical solutions to stochastic dierential equations see Kloeden and Platen


vii Transport processes Let us consider a symmetric and positively denite p  p
matrix Sx and vector mx  m
 







 For a  













expra and where U
ai
are uniformly distributed on the unit sphere
in IR
p
 We dene the following chain transport processes see eg Pinsky 
X
a
i   x
X
a












 for   i  a


This process has no bounded one step transition density and it does not fulll
the conditions of our theorem for this reason However it is easy to show that
for a nite numbers k of steps the transition density of X
a
i  k given X
a
i
is bounded so that we can apply our theorem to the process i   X
a
ik This




 converges to the density of the diusion Y at
time point t   for a   where
Y   x
dY t  cSY t dW t mY t dt for   t  
where c is an appropriate constant The speed of convergence is of order Oa
viii Lattice distributions Our approach can be extended to obtain local limit theo	
rems for a general class of nonhomogeneous random walks on a lattice ZZ
p
 An
essential tool are nite dierence methods for uniformly parabolic equations see




For all   j  n and u v 
 IR
p


































The stochastic structure of the IR
p
valued error variables  
n





l  xl for l  j     i the variable  
n
i   has a conditional density
qfs
n















































j  u Note that the variable









 Furthermore we denote by  p
v
nj























for s  z   by
 




Y z  mfz vgdz  fz vgdW z






t at the point v
given
 
Y s  u Note again that the variable v acts here twice as the argument of the



























j  u By denition we have that











































































Here we write p
nj






j   u  where p
n
s t u  denotes the

























k u v In the following we use the following convolution



























k w v dw




    





for g and for r   
































































k x y  
x y
Here 
 denotes the Dirac function




















j   s
n




























































































The lemma follows by iterative application of this identity tu


















































where fu   ps t u v Then

































Now we dene the convolution 








fs  uwg t w v dw
We write g  H

for g and for r   
    we denote the r	fold convolution g 
H
r  
  H by g  H
r
 With these notations we can formulate our next lemmas
Proofs of the rst two lemmas can be found in McKean and Singer  For a more
detailed proof of Lemma  see also Il

in Kalashnikov and Oleinik 

Lemma 	 For   s  t   the following formula holds






s t u v
Lemma 	 There exist constants C and C
 
that do not depend on x and y such
that the following inequalities hold











































Lemma 	 There exist constants C and C
 




















where  and 
C
are de	ned as in Lemma 
Proof of Lemma  By Assumption A 
ij
s x and m
i
s x have partial
derivatives with respect to s that are Lipschitz continuous with respect to x Using


































































These claims follow from Assumption A by taking partial derivatives of  p see 
tu
Lemma 		 There exist constants C
 
and C such that the following estimates hold for

































Hs t x y 
	
	t













where  and 
C
are de	ned as in Lemma 
Proof of Lemma  The statements of the lemma can be seen from the denition
of Hs t x y well	known properties of Gaussian densities and A tu
Lemma 	
 There exist constants C
 


















where  and 
C
are de	ned as in Lemma 
Proof of Lemma  We will prove  for r   and the following recursion


















s  x z
i
H t z ydz R
r
s t x y



























These claims imply the statement of the lemma iterating  we get 
We prove now  for r  
 From  we have for xed  















s  x z 
	
	t





s  x z 
	
	
H t z ydz 
R
r




































s  x z
i




s  x z 
	
	
H t z ydz




















s  x z
i
H t z ydz R
r
s  t x y

























s  x z
i
















s t x y satises  Now  for r  
 immediately follows from































s  x z H t z ydz j
t
For the statement of the lemma it remains to show that  holds for r   Denote
#
 
s t x y   ps t x y and
#
r
s t x y   p H
r  
s t x y





































 ps  x H t  yd
where H and  p have been dened in  or  respectively The proof of  is





  and use the fact that for densities convolution and dierentiation can be
interchanged We denote the elements of the matrix C
y
s t by c
ij
s t the elements
of the vector 
y
s t are denoted by 
 
s t  
p




s t are denoted by c
ij
s t Let c
i
s t and c
i






s t respectively h i means the usual scalar product in IR
p


































































































This follows from the additivity of dierentiation and of the convolution  We will
give only the proof for  The proof of  can be done by similar slightly
simpler arguments
Using A and Taylor expansions for 
ij










 y    
y























































































 t y    
y














where it has been used that
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 t y    
y





























 t y    
y












 t y    
y




 t y    
y
 ti  
Using the last expression and the identity C tC
  












































 t   p t  y 

li



















































































































s t and 
y
s t have been dened in  Note that  ps t x y y   ps t x y
We denote the vector  p
ij




s t x y Similarly  p
ij
s t x y de	
notes the vector  p
ijk




s t x y denotes the matrix
 p
ijkl

















 t  y






































































































































































 t  yd




the derivatives of these ve terms








































 ps  x  p
ijk
 t  yd
By 
























 t  y
We argue now that jdI
k
dtj can be bounded by 
 This follows from c
lk
t t  




















































































 ps t x y  hc
j
s t y  x 
y
s ti
It can be shown by straight forward calculations that jdIIdtj can be bounded by

 The third term III can be treated as the second term















 ps  x  p
ij




















s t y  x 
y






Denoting the expression    in square brackets by Bs t x y we get for some con	
stants C
 













































 ps t x yBs t x y j
 C
 
























































It remains now to estimate the last summand V in 

























 y    y dd
 V I  V II
where with B t  y as dened above

















 p t  y


























 p t  y





We consider now dV Idt For xed  jj  
 the sequence

 t  y   p t  y  y

B t  y
is a 
	sequence with an appropriate normalizing constant as    t Therefore for


































		 p t  y
	t
B t  y   p t  y












 y d d
With A this gives with constants C
 




























































































 tj  Cts i    p so to get the desired estimate for dV IIdt









 ps  x 

























Denote the nonvanishing coordinates of  by r and q   r  q  p It is straightfor	
ward to verify the following representation
















































































lows by interchanging the order of dierentiation and integration and by using bounds
on the elements of the matrix C
y
and its derivatives This shows that the bound 

applies for dV IIdt tu
















for all j k u and y and for all  with   jj  
























The constant S has been de	ned in Assumption A





































 i  j     k  and 
n
i is a sequence of independent variables with densities
qs
n
i y  Let f
n




















It follows from A that for some constants c
 
     c
	
  the following inequalities










































  u 
jk
g
It follows from A
 that an Edgeworth expansion holds for f
n
 This implies the
















































with standard notation see Bhattacharya and Rao  p  In particular P
r
denotes a product of a standard normal density with a polynomial that has coecients
depending only on cumulants of order  r  
 Expansion  can be proved along

the lines of the proof of Theorem  in Bhattacharya and Rao  Hence for C







k u   C

  u











This shows the lemma for jj   For jj   
 one proceeds as in the proof of










k u y Proceeding as above one gets  tu















 We give a bound for the error if in the denition of
H
n





























































































































































k u v  






k u v   So it












































j   s
n




j   s
n






















j   s
n




j   s
n
k u v dw















j   s
n
























j u fu hg  u d
Remind that qs
n
j u  denotes the conditional density of 
n



























Using now that 
n




























































Note that the rst two terms on the right hand side of  are equal to L
s
fu with
fu   p
n
s t u v s  s
n
j   and t  s
n
k







k u v On the right hand side of  we





















and fu   p
n

































































































































for  with jj  











j  Cku vk Claim  follows from Lemma 
monotonicity of x and A























j     kk

ku vk













































We use now the following simple estimate For an    suppose that kyk   Then
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for kxk  
 and
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for kxk  
 Hence


















 A  



















































































































































Substituting   into 
 and taking s  S   see A
 we get that the



















































 The function 

has been




Proof of Lemma 	 Note rst that  follows from  with Lemma 
and A Claim  follows from the fact that 
max
 c for a constant c and from





























j u  s
n
j v






k u v It follows from A


























Now the lemma follows from Lemma   	 
 and A tu
Lemma 	 There exists a constant C
 
that does not depend on x and y such that
















































Proof of Lemma 


















































































































































































































































































































 For this purpose note that due to our choice of
S

 see Assumption A





























































where u  


   

r
u Let us denote the Fourier transform of a function 
by 't 
R
expituu du Furthermore here kk
 






















u and where C

is a constant that does not depend











for this reason its Fourier transform is well dened






























with some constant C
	













with some constant C

 ie  holds and the lemma is proved
It remains to show claim 
































 of the Fourier transform ' of 
We show now that
k'k
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u we get the following estimate from






























































eg Lemma  in Gel&fand and Shilov  p 
 Claim  follows now from
( tu








































































































































































where the function 
ljk
was dened in  For the proof of 
 we use Lemma











































































































































In the proof of Lemma  we have shown that

r jk



































k u v R
where
h












































for some constant C this shows the statement
of the lemma tu
We come now to the proof of our theorem
Proof of Theorem  From Lemmas 
 and  we get for suciently large n


















Furthermore Lemma  implies that
p
n


















































































































































































































where k        This shows  It remains to show 
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  x H s  vd
Let    
  s We have by Lemmas   and  for   
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The desired estimate for T
 
follows from    and 

Proof of  for k  







































































j   s
n










We consider the index sets J
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g For j 
 J
 
we get the following bound for a
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We consider now a

j for j 
 J

 Denote the index l with 
l
  by l We
consider rst the case that 
l
  Then there exists an l

















  for l  l
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j   s
n









































































a denition of 
k




  note that after partial
integration a










































Application of these bounds gives for j 
 J




















































































































This claim can be proved similarly as for the case r   An essential tool is Lemma





















for s  r This inequality can be shown by iterative application of integration by parts
With the help of this inequality and with Lemma  claim  follows with similar
arguments as in the proof of Lemma 
Proof of  for k   First note that our conditions imply that formal
dierentiation with respect to u up to second order is possible in both sides of 

























Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma  we get with a constant C in the following


















































































































 I  II
From 






































Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma  and using Lemma  instead of Lemma 









































































































































































































Claim  follows from  	 
















































































































v  x 
i

Note that j p  p
n






j  I  II We estimate rst the second term
II



















Mimicking the proof of Lemma  with 







































































Dierentiating with respect to covariances and means we also get












































From  and  we get claim  for k  
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